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Data flow in a microscopy project

Need to manage not just volume of data but also their relationships

Image acquisition

Image processing

Analysis I: QC, Hits identification

Analysis II:  Biological data mining/integration

Public release

30 TB, ~20.106 images

4 TB, 2.109 objects as high-dimensional vectors

60 MB, annotations of ~52 000 siRNAs

300 GB

1 MB, annotations of ~3000 genes
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Data storage (1)

 Have enough disk space for your data
   Plan for derived data (e.g. analysis)
   Don’t rely on temporary solutions

 Have a backup strategy
What will be backed up ?
Incremental, differential or full backup ?
How often should it be backed up ?
On what media will the backups be ? 

 Use a central repository
Avoids duplicating large datasets, everybody works with the same data

 Ensure adequate access (e.g. bandwidth, permissions)
Primary data should be read-only

 Check data file integrity regularly
   e.g. using MD5 or SHA hashes



Data storage (2)

Different storage types meet different usage patterns:

- File system:
static data, large files, limited concurrent access,
no granular access to the data, limited access rights management

- Tape archives
long term backup

- Database:
dynamic data, high concurrency access, network access,
managing data relationships, fast searches, complex queries,
fine-grained access rights management



Databases

A database is a set of tables with associated indexes.

A DBMS is a software that organizes and manipulates data in databases
e.g. Oracle, MySQL/MariaDB, PostgreSQL, SQLite3

Relational databases organize data as sets of relations and are queried 
using SQL, a special programming language implementing relational 
algebra.

SQL is more than 40 years old and has been an ISO standard since 1987.

There are other types of databases using other data models
e.g. key-value stores, graphs



Plate

ID VARCHAR(45)

rows INT

cols INT

name VARCHAR(255)

type VARCHAR(255)

QC INT(1)

1 more...

Indexes

Well

Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

position VARCHAR(8)

label VARCHAR(255)

QC INT(1)

Indexes

Sample

ID VARCHAR(45)

externalID VARCHAR(45)

refDB VARCHAR(45)

name VARCHAR(255)

description VARCHAR(1024)

EFOID VARCHAR(45)

EFOterm VARCHAR(255)

1 more...

Indexes

Well_has_Sample

Well_Plate_ID VARCHAR(…

Well_position VARCHAR(8)
1 more...

Indexes

Treatment

ID VARCHAR(45)

externalID VARCHAR(45)

refDB VARCHAR(45)

type VARCHAR(255)

name VARCHAR(255)

description VARCHAR(1024)

EFOID VARCHAR(45)

EFOterm VARCHAR(255)
1 more...

Indexes

Well_has_Treatment

Well_Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

Well_position VARCHAR(8)

1 more...

Indexes

Data

ID VARCHAR(45)

filepath VARCHAR(255)

filename VARCHAR(255)

name VARCHAR(45)

format VARCHAR(45)

type VARCHAR(45)

creation_date DATE

origin VARCHAR(1024)

status VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Well_has_Data

Well_Plate_ID VARCHAR(…

Well_position VARCHAR(8)

1 more...

Indexes

Experiment

ID VARCHAR(45)

name VARCHAR(255)

description VARCHAR(1024)

date DATE

status ENUM(...)
1 more...

Indexes

User

ID VARCHAR(45)

login VARCHAR(45)

first_name VARCHAR(45)

last_name VARCHAR(45)

email VARCHAR(255)

login_status INT(1)

last_login INT
1 more...

Indexes

Project_has_User

Project_ID VARCHAR(45)

User_ID VARCHAR(45)

role ENUM(...)

Indexes

Reporter

ID VARCHAR(45)

externalID VARCHAR(45)

refDB VARCHAR(45)

type VARCHAR(255)

name VARCHAR(255)

description VARCHAR(1024)

EFOID VARCHAR(45)

EFOterm VARCHAR(255)

url VARCHAR(255)

Indexes

Well_has_Reporter

Well_Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

Well_position VARCHAR(8)

Reporter_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes
Project

ID VARCHAR(45)

name VARCHAR(255)

description VARCHAR(1024)

status ENUM(...)

Indexes

Project_has_Experiment

Project_ID VARCHAR(45)

Experiment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Experiment_has_Plate

Experiment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Experiment_has_Data

Experiment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Data_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Comment

ID VARCHAR(45)

text TEXT

date TIMESTAMP

Indexes

User_has_Comment

User_ID VARCHAR(45)

comment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Data_has_Comment

Data_ID VARCHAR(45)

comment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Plate_has_Comment

Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

comment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Well_has_Comment

Well_Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

Well_position VARCHAR(8)

comment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Experiment_has_Comment

Experiment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Comment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Team

ID VARCHAR(45)

name VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

User_has_Team

User_ID VARCHAR(45)

Team_ID VARCHAR(45)

is_leader INT1

Indexes

ImageSet

ID VARCHAR(45)

instrument VARCHAR(255)

label VARCHAR(255)

Indexes

Image

ID VARCHAR(45)

ImageSet_ID VARCHAR(45)

filepath VARCHAR(255)

filename VARCHAR(255)

format VARCHAR(45)

type VARCHAR(45)

channel VARCHAR(45)

timepoint FLOAT

plane FLOAT

Indexes

Well_has_ImageSet

Well_Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

Well_position VARCHAR(8)

ImageSet_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Plate_has_Data

Plate_ID VARCHAR(45)

Data_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Analysis

ID VARCHAR(45)

name VARCHAR(255)

version INT

description VARCHAR(1024)

outcome VARCHAR(1024)

status VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

PRIMARY

Analysis_has_Comment

Analysis_ID VARCHAR(45)

Comment_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

Analysis_has_Data

Analysis_ID VARCHAR(45)

Data_ID VARCHAR(45)

Indexes

A database example



Spreadsheet vs database

Spreadsheet Database

Data integrity

Items relationships

Fast data retrieval

Complex query

Data sharing

Scaling

Browsing

Summary statistics

Plotting

Access control

High

Low



Files vs databases

- Large read-only files (e.g. images) stay on the file system, almost 
everything else could go in a database

- Keep an index of paths (i.e. where the files are)
speeds up access if many files

- Organize data based on access pattern
e.g. HDF5 for access to image parts

- Relations are everywhere, the best tool for them is a RDBMS
e.g. which plate/well an image comes from, which reagents are used in which 
well of which plate, how reagents map to genes/proteins...



Do you need a database ?

 Does making one change require updating multiple files ?

 Is related information contained in more than one file ?

 Are several people/processes accessing the data at the same time ?

 Do you have problems accessing subsets of the data ?

 Is the amount of data becoming unmanageable ?

If yes to at least two questions, then a database is probably the best 
solution for your data.



File systems at EMBL

File systems centrally available:

Tier 1: e.g. under /g/group_name

high performance:  ~105 io/s
high availability: no downtime
high security: RAID6, snapshots, nightly backups
cluster access

Tier 2: e.g. under /g/tier2/group_name

medium performance: ~104 io/s
medium availability: rare downtime
medium security: RAID6 only
no cluster access

Tape archiving: http://archive.embl.de:8080/archiveApp-1.0/

http://archive.embl.de:8080/archiveApp-1.0/
http://archive.embl.de:8080/archiveApp-1.0/


Moving data around

- Don’t do it if you don’t have to.

- What is your access pattern ? 
In many cases there’s no need to move data if proper infrastructure is in place.

- Don’t drag and drop files
it’s unsafe: no verification that files were correctly copied
it’s slow: desktop connections are 1Gbit/s
it can annoy everybody: large data sets can hog network bandwidth

- What to do:
- use a machine in the data center: 10 Gbit/s 
- use rsync: integrity checks
- Don’t use Windows (permission issues even with rsync wrappers)



The 7 rules of file organization

1- Define a directory structure

2- Define the content of directories and data files

3- Define file naming conventions

4- Define file formats for the various data types

5- Be consistent in everything to facilitate automatic processing

6- Store documentation together with the data

7- Define version control procedure



File formats

 Use consistent and stable formats:
Same format throughout one file but also for all files of the same data type

 Use standard open formats:
Ensures longer term readability

 Use formats that every user can read:
If using binary formats, ensure everyone has access to the software
e.g. MATLAB and .mat data files

 When converting between formats, check that no data or 
metadata has been lost.

Use lossless compression



Tabular data (1)

 Store as plain text (e.g. tab-delimited).
Avoid Excel if possible, if not, always save file as plain text
Be wary of default software behaviors (see later)

 Use column and row headers:
No special characters or chosen field delimiter (e.g. tab)
Make headers self-explanatory

 Row and column headers should be unique and unambiguous.

 Each row should contain as much of the relevant data as 
possible.



Tabular data (2)

 Don’t mix primary and derived data in the same file.
One file/folder for each step of the analysis

 Don’t use empty cells to mean 0. 

 Don’t use characters/numbers to mean unknown/undefined,
      keep cell empty for this

 Don’t put more than one item or type of data in a cell
      e.g. don’t put comments



On the use of Excel (1)

1. Use only one sheet and don’t split data with the same format into 
multiple files 
e.g. results for replicates can all go into one file with a column identifying the replicate.

2. Don’t mix data sets or data and metadata in one sheet
e.g. don’t create multiple tables in one sheet

3. Cells (including headers) should be importable into other programs
i.e. don’t fuse cells or have cell content on multiple lines or use special characters

4. Do basic consistency/QC checks
e.g.  missing data, range of values, sample count, format ...

5. Avoid manually editing data
If you have to, respect conventions, e.g. spaces, lower/upper cases, identifiers



On the use of Excel (2)

6. Be aware of row and column size limits:
  before Excel 2007: 65536 rows, 256 columns
   Excel 2007 and later: ~ 1million rows, ~16000 columns

7. Excel will mangle your data irretrievably unless you import them 
with the right data type:
gene names like SEPT1 will become dates unless explicitly imported as text or IDs like 
987.E03 will become 987,000.

8. Be wary of sorting. It often messes up the data,
e.g. forgotten columns, headers, alphanumerical vs numerical sorting

9. Be wary of formulas, they are impossible to debug and validate.

10. Don’t use colors to encode information, create another column 
instead



Documentation

Any user should be able to understand and interpret the data.
Context information is required for this.

Documentation explains:
- how data were created
- what they mean
- what their content and structure are 

All this used to be in lab notebooks. Now must be in 
computer readable form.



Documentation: how-to

Store documentation in a separate file (e.g. README.txt) together 
with the data:

 Explain naming conventions:
Names and descriptions for variables, records and their values
Definition of specialist terms and acronyms

 Data types and format(s)
Code and cause of missing values
Units of measurements
How to read/parse the data file

 List files and their relationships
Identify primary/master data sets

 Origins and versions of the data



Data processing documentation

Data processing has to be documented like an experiment

  Record software and parameter choices
Don’t forget to mention software version and input data
Record exact command line used

  Record post-processing steps if any
e.g. filtering

  Track versions and changes of the processed datasets

  Use explicit variable names in formulas and code



README.txt example 1

## 3D data

### Convert multi-image TIFF files to series of 8-bit plain PGM files
Output is in images/pgm/3D

cd images/original/3D
ls | perl -e 'while(<>) {chomp; $basename = $_; $basename=~s/\.tif$//; $outdir = "../../pgm/3D/$basename"; mkdir 
$outdir; $outfile = $basename."-%03d.pgm"; $out = "../../pgm/3D/$outdir/$outfile"; qx(imgcnv -i $_ -o /tmp/$_ -depth 
8,D,U -t TIFF && convert -compress none /tmp/$_ $out && rm -f /tmp/$_)}'

### Extract features by tensor decomposition of 3D PGM images and cluster images by k-means
Features are in file H.txt

cd 3D/ntf2
../../scripts/ntf2-3D.pl



README.txt example 2

2015-04:
- Input data file: BagOfWords_dbscan.txt
- Renamed genes from three letters abbreviation to full symbol
- Ran script process_bag_of_words.pl
      best results obtained with options -p a -w -s cos and without global features (f77 and f78 or f86 and f87)

- Things tried:
  - Reducing population heterogeneity:

    	
    - by keeping only the largest cluster of cells for each gene at each time point.
  	
    - by filtering out cells with high entropy.

  - Removing features associated with NES signal (f49, f66 and f70).
  - Removing cells for which over 50% of the signal is in NES features f49, f66 and f70 (i.e. sum of these features > 
0.5).

2015-07: 
- New data file BagOfWords_2015-05-07_dbscan.txt (20 time points and 87 features, f86 and f87 are global 
features)
- Best results without -w options:
> scripts/process_bag_of_words.pl -v -p a -f ntf2

2015-10:
- Paper uses results in test8/run1 from running process_bag_of_words.pl -v -p a -f ntf2 on data file 
BagOfWords_2015-05-07_dbscan_no_f86-f87-merged_AURKB.txt
- figure is generated with timeline.pl from the X7-*.txt files.



README.txt example 3

#######
# May 2013
#######

# Received MS data with peptide identification from search of database containing only human proteins. 
Some mouse baits won't be present if they have no conserved peptides with a human protein.

# Manually retrieved sequence tags from BaCe into file baits_sequence_tags.txt
# Load data into database mitosys2_Ens70
# Change database details and data files paths in script
> scripts/load_peptides2.pl >& report_load_peptides-2013-05-30.txt

...

########
# November 2015
########

# Received new version of MS data following new peptide identification search with a properly constructed 
database (containing human proteome and mouse bait)

# Exported third sheet of each .xlsm files as tab-delimited file
> ~/Perlstuff/conversion/xlsm2txt.pl *.xlsm

# Reformated data as one file per experiment
> scripts/reformat_MSdata.pl

...



Metadata

- Metadata describe the context necessary to make the data meaningful.

- Use ontologies for descriptions.
Search BioPortal to find a suitable one,
e.g. EDAM for data types, formats and operations, EFO for experimental metadata

If no suitable ontology, use a controlled vocabulary

- Use database IDs to refer to external resources
e.g. when referring to a gene, use its Ensembl ID
(don’t forget database version)

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/EDAM
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/EDAM
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/EFO
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/EFO


Data release: why

 Data are valuable resources beyond their original research use.

 Reuse of data is cost effective.

 Increases impact and visibility of your research.
papers with publicly available data are more cited.

 Can lead to new collaborations.

 Promotes transparency.

 Promotes improvement and validation of methods.

 Required by funding agency and/or journal.



Data release: where

- Paper (with supplementary material)

- Distribution on request

- Project or institution website

- Specialized data repository

Each has advantages and disadvantages



Visibility: 
Advertise your work/data

Good for your CV

Good for funding

Cheap:
Publication cost only
Data not your problem anymore

Static:
No updates

Poor accessibility: 
No indexing/search
User may have to pay

No integration

Incomplete data

Paper release



Keep in control:
Make sure users understand the data
Get detailed usage statistics

Can update the data

Tailored to users needs

Suitable for very large datasets
Can extract subsets

Resources:
Someone has to do it
Can be time consuming
Need to keep data live

Barrier to access:
Users can’t browse to 
decide on suitability for 
their needs
Can be difficult to 
locate person in charge

No credit

Sharing upon request

Assuming you’re honest about sharing



Better visibility

Accessibility

Tailored to community needs

Can update the data

Suitable for some large datasets

Get credit for it
by writing papers about it

Resources:
Someone has to do it
Need to keep data live

Cost

Requires more data processing:
Summary views
Data integration
Search and data mining tools

Get little credit for it
papers not well considered

Not just a place for downloading supplementary data to a paper
but a place where data is organised to meet users needs

Project website



Cheap:
Data not your problem anymore

Accessibility

Visibility

Data integration

Updates

May not exist for your data

Incomplete data 

No integration

Not always user-friendly

Get no credit

Repository

May be mandatory



Datasets that could be considered community resources:
large scale (i.e. requiring significant time and resources to produce)
of broad utility
that can be used to form reference datasets
associated with accumulation of similar datasets in the community

Everything needed for someone else to work with your data

Depends also on the target audience and the sharing mode

Quality-controlled data only

What data to share



When to make data public

- Consider pre-publication release of raw data
e.g. genome sequencing projects, HapMap, ENCODE...
large image data sets
could be after some level of analysis

- Set timescales in data management plan

- At the latest upon publication of the paper using the data
People may have left the project at this point



How to proceed

- Plan ahead
ideally before or on start of the project
integrate into data management plan

- Think about creating a citable reference
helps in measuring impact of the data

- Ensure data are preserved beyond the end of project funding
in particular, ensure updates are done or at least possible
static data files die quickly: identifiers disappear, formats become obsolete...

- If a repository exists for your data, consider using it
Early contact to establish data transfer modalities

- Open your database(s) to the public
build website access and/or API

- Publicise your data
Don’t forget to mention where your data can be found



A data management checklist

Will you use consistent procedures to create, process and check data ?
How will your data and files be named and organised ?
Are variable names, codes and abbreviations unambiguous and self-explanatory ?  
Do you have documentation which explains what your data is ? 
How do you document data processing operations so that they can be reproduced ?
How do you ensure the quality and consistency of your data ?
Which data and file formats will you use ?
What software is required to create, process and visualize your data ?
Do software and formats enable sharing ?
How will you keep track of changes ?
How will you propagate changes ?
Do you have enough disk space ?
Are your files backed up ?
Who will create/use the data ?
Can users access the data ?
Are there any security or access control requirements ?
Who is responsible for which part of data management ?
What happens to the data at the end of the project ?


